Abstract: This article compares the morphological structures of two parks: Disneyland and Yuanmingyuan, the "summer palace" of the emperor of China. Despite obvious differences, the two parks were intended for the entertainment of the sovereigns of their respective countries -the emperor of China and "the people" in the case of the United States. Both parks were also designed to bring ontological reassurance to the sovereigns of two empires that only recently had attained their hegemonic, imperial, status. The parks provided a vision of a universe organized according to each sovereign's specifications. The need for reassurance is reflected in the morphology of the two parks: the use of techniques of dislocation and idealization; the model-making and the use of thematized environments. A study of the morphology of the parks is for that reason a study of imperial ideology.
strikingly alike. 6 Both are "magical kingdoms," separate worlds of wonder and delight, set in radical opposition to the mundane realities of the outside world. Both are theme-parks, comprising a number of artificial environments inspired by exotic foreign places and nostalgic remembrances of domestic scenes. Both are places of entertainment but also manifestations of a political ideology. Yuanmingyuan and Disneyland express the way eighteenth-century China and post-World War II United States relate to themselves and to the rest of the world. And, as we will conclude, many of the similarities can be explained by means of the ontological reassurance the two parks provided to their respective sovereigns.
A comparison of Yuanmingyuan and Disneyland allows us to study these ideologies and how they were made manifest in the morphology of the two parks. Eighteenth-century China and post-World War II United States occupied functionally similar positions: both were hegemons of recent making, the new leaders in their respective parts of the world, and both faced the problem of how to describe, explain, and justify their new-found powers. By definition, hegemonic power necessarily appears self-assured. Indeed, an introspective and self-doubting hegemon would already have ceded a great deal of its power. And yet, self-assurance is never simply there, but constructed through social and cultural processes that serve to legitimate hegemonic rule, presenting it as both natural and necessary. This problem is particularly acute for parvenu powers. Just as vertigo may overcome a person who suddenly is elevated to a great height, imperial vertigo may overcome a political power who suddenly is elevated to great power status. In both cases, we need reassurancethat the ground is safe under our feet and our hands have a firm grip; that we indeed are the masters of everything we survey. There are many ways in which imperial vertigo may be cured, but, as we will see, Yuanmingyuan and Disneyland provide two particularly powerful solutions.
The sovereign in his garden
Gardens are always set off in relation to their surroundings, making them into heterotopoi -other, and different, kinds of places. 7 Etymologically speaking, the Norse word gärde indicates that gardens are surrounded by walls, as does, 園, yuán, the Chinese character for garden. 8 The walls are what separate the extraordinary world from the ordinary. The world enclosed by the walls, even when making extensive use of and imitating nature, is man-made. The garden can be controlled and manipulated in a way we never could dream of controlling and manipulating the world outside. 9 Laying out the land, planting trees and flowers, creating water features and paths, we will inevitably come to make a statement about ourselves and our place in the world. Gardens, for this reason, are always expressions of a world-view. This is particularly true of the garden of a sovereign. Rulers have always surrounded themselves with gardens, providing them with a place to relax but also with a means of showing off. 10 Gardens are a part of the stagecraft of statecraft.
There are, we said, great and obvious differences between Yuanmingyuan and Disneyland. Yuanmingyuan was intended for the exclusive use of an absolutist ruler, whereas Disneyland is a commercial venture visited by ordinary people by their millions. However, if we suspend disbelief for a moment and take the official rhetoric seriously, we can say that both were gardens of the sovereign of their respective countries. This provides us with a rationale for a comparison. Both gardens, moreover, are powerful expressions of the official world-views, the official ideologies, of two empires and two imperialisms.
This is most obviously the case for Yuanmingyuan. First laid out by the Kangxi emperor in 1709, and greatly extended by Qianlong throughout a reign, which started in 1735 and ended only in 1796, the Yuanmingyuan was the residence of the ruler of China, his women and the eunuchs and officials of the court. 11 In Yuanmingyuan the emperor conducted business of state and carried out his ritual duties, but he also relaxed and was entertained. As the Jesuit friar Jean-Denis Attiret pointed out, the Chinese emperor is "too much a slave to his grandeur to shew himself to his people." 12 Since he was not of this world, he needed an alternative world to inhabitand the Yuanmingyuan was it. Not surprisingly, many emperors spent more time here than in the Forbidden City or any of the other royal palaces. 13 Disneyland too is very much the expression of the mind of its maker. Built in 1955, in Anaheim, California, Disneyland was created entirely to Disney's specifications; "Walt personally walked every inch of Disneyland and supervised every detail." 14 For Walt Disney too the park was a place to work but also where he could relax and have a good time. Disney built an apartment for himself on top of the firestation on Main Street, and from here he could not only supervise the operations of his park but also gain easy access to its attractions when it was closed to visitors. 15 Disney was particularly fond of the steam trains, which he treated as his private railroad.
"Perched atop the cab of a one-eighth-scale steam engine, modeled after the Southern Pacific's old number 173, Walt Disney was master of all he surveyed, the engineer of his own destiny, in charge of his future and of his own miniaturized and idealized past." 16 Disneyland was, a friend remarked, "the world's biggest toy for the world's biggest boy." 17 Although built to please himself, it was Disney's firmest belief that his tastes also were the tastes of the American public. Despite his extraordinary successes, he was just a regular American guy, who insisted on being on first-name basis with all his employees. 18 Indeed it was Disney's ordinariness which explained his extraordinarily success.
"He came to view himself as a yardstick of popular values and would tell directors, story men, and animators that if he liked a production, everybody would like it." 19 And, overwhelmingly, the American people did. Audiences had flocked to his animated shorts during the Depression, to Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, to his nature documentaries and motion pictures, and now they were flocking to Disneyland. Within six months a million customers had passed through the turnstiles; in 1960 the park had 5 million yearly visitors and in 2010 the number approached 15 million. 20 It is visitor numbers such as these, together with the visitors' reactions, that make also Disneyland into the garden of a sovereign. After all, in the United States it is the people -"We the People" -who is sovereign; it is the people who rule; and after 1955 there was no garden in America which was more visited by the American people than Disneyland. Just like the Chinese emperor in Yuanmingyuan, it was to Disneyland that the American people came to relax and be entertained, to have their world-view set out before them and their preconceptions reaffirmed. The blatant commercialism of the venture does not contradict this conclusion but highlights instead the precise nature of American democracy. In advanced capitalist counties, social theorists long have argued, sovereignty is shared between citizens and consumers. 21 Every fourth year the voter gets to play king, but on a daily basis the king is the consumer.
We may indeed have our doubts regarding these official accounts. "The people" may not be as sovereign as Americans are made to believe: in practice voters share power with corporations and various lobby groups and think-tanks, and consumers Illustration 1: Chu Zong Gang, overview of Yuanmingyuan, 1988. Oil on canvas.
Beijing: Yuanmingyuan.
Illustration 2: Peter Ellenshaw, Disneyland, aerial view, 1954 . The Imagineers, 2006 are surely manipulated by advertising in various ways. But then again the Chinese emperor was never the absolute ruler described by the official ideology, and he was nothing like the "Oriental despot" conjured up by European imagination. 22 Yet, what we are interested in here is not the actual exercise of sovereignty but instead the official ideology through which it was legitimized. What we want to know is how the purportedly sovereign rulers in imperial China and in neo-imperial United States explained the world to themselves and how their worlds were explained to them. 23 For such an investigation the Yuanmingyuan and Disneyland provide unique evidence.
In order to structure the comparison, and avoid being overwhelmed by facts, consider the following four organizational principles -what we will refer to as the "morphological principles" -of the two parks: dislocation, idealization, model-building and thematization.
Dislocation
Despite the etymology of the word, gardens are not always closed off from the outside world. Some provide a more or less seamless transition from their surroundings and many are readily accessible even to casual visitors. This was the case in royal gardens which emphasized ostentatious display such as those at Versailles and Schönbrunn, or in the private gardens built in Suzhou and Hangzhou in the Ming dynasty. 24 Yuanmingyuan and Disneyland are not gardens of this kind. On the contrary, they are radically set off from their surroundings and no trespassers are allowed. To Yuanmingyuan outsiders were admitted only as a sign of imperial grace, and at Disneyland you need to pay a steep $72 to gain admission. 25 Neither park was intended for ostentatious display and they were turned inward, towards themselves, rather than outward, towards an awestruck public. Although their locations obviously always were well known, their character was similar to that of a hortus conclusus, a secret garden, tucked away in some forgotten mountain valley. 26 This is why both Yuanmingyuan and Disneyland are surrounded by walls impossible for outsiders to climb -the wall around Yuanmingyuan is 15 feet, the earthen wall around Disneyland is one foot higher. 27 As a result, people on the outside see little of what is going on inside, and people on the inside see little of what is going on outside. From inside Yuanmingyuan you could see only the far-distant mountains, and from inside Disneyland you can see nothing at all since the local building code prohibits the construction of tall buildings and since Walt Disney buried all telephone and power cables which might remind a visitor of external realities. 28 "I don't want the public to see the real world they're living in. I want them to feel they're in another world."
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It is only by passing through the official gate -in both cases presented as a border-control separating two countries -that visitors can enter this alternative reality. 30 But once inside, where are they? In a magical place, they are told, in "the happiest place on earth," or in what looks suspiciously like a utopia -a place out of space, without an exact temporal and geographic location. A number of features contribute to this sense of dislocation. First of all, since both parks are entirely man-made and not the results of natural, evolutionary, processes, there is no continuity with the environment which surrounds them. Instead they are best located in terms of the psychological environment of their makers. They resemble nothing expect other parks created by the same person: the imperial retreat in Chengde in the case of Yuanmingyuan, and other Disney parks -in Florida, Paris, Tokyo and Hong Kong -in the case of Disneyland.
Their character as non-places is accentuated by the rejection of everything reminding the visitors of their everyday lives. The parks contain no toil and strife; there are no signs of work, anger or deviance; no social problems, no crime, and no political agitation. 31 At Yuanmingyuan all service activities took place along two walled roads which reached deep into the park, thereby allowing deliveries to be made, staff to be moved, and trash to be collected, with a minimum of disturbance. The emperors never understood how their lives were sustained. Likewise, at Disneyland lunch and dressing rooms, offices and kitchens are hidden underground, and trash removal and crowd control are carried out by staff dressed in brightly colored costumes who pretend that their work is play. The sense of dislocation contributes to the sense of magic -only by magic after all can we be in a place without a location.
Time is suspended in a similar fashion. In both parks there are few signs of temporal processes and there is no death. Everything living is constantly renewing itself and presents the visitors with an everpresent youthfulness. At Disneyland traces of the previous day are removed on a nightly basis: attractions are repainted, sod is replaced.
32 At Yuanmingyuan, apart from daily maintenance, the emphasis on rock features and water gave the garden an eternal aspect. 33 Without a past firmly situated in relationship to a future, the present becomes infinitely elongated. In addition, since visitors have the time off, time is not used for any particular purpose. This purposelessness is bound to remind the visitors of their own childhood. In childhood too we never counted the time, and this is precisely what made time endless, but also what made it fly. When in adolescence we for the first time became conscious of time's passing, childhood immediately sealed itself off as an enchanted world to which we no longer have access. Unless, of course, we can enter an enchanted park where time, once again, is endless and where it, once again, flies.
The sense of dislocation is accentuated by a disregard for money. In the ordinary world money is the standard means by which we measure both time and space. Space, redefined as "real estate," has a certain price, and time, as we all know, "is money." Yet in both parks, the use of money is concealed. Yuanmingyuan was a gift economy: the emperor was brought expensive gifts and he gave even more lavish gifts in return; the protocol for how to treat tributary missions clearly stipulated how much grain, oil and meat every visitor should be given per day, and particularly fortunate visitors were given a fish from one of Yuanmingyuan's lakes. 34 At Disneyland, after paying a lump sum at the entrance, all attractions are free. Instead of minimizing the number of rides to save money, visitors try to maximize them in order to get as much out of the ticket as possible. Disneyland is a cornucopia without scarcity, and for that reason nothing needs a price. 
Idealization
U-topia, understood as a place out of space, communicates with the outside world only with the greatest difficulty, and ultimately what happens here has no bearings on our regular lives. 36 Yet utopias are not non-places for very long. In all descriptions of it, utopia is soon populated with people, things, institutions and social customs which resemble those of the regular world -only perfected and idealized 37 . Yuanmingyuan and Disneyland too provide living examples of just how much better life on earth could be if it was modeled on their examples. Both gardens convey what we could call a pedagogy of transfiguration. As the imperial "guest ritual" for"cherishing men from afar" made clear, foreigners came to China in order to benefit from the blessings of Chinese civilization and "to be transformed." 38 In much the same fashion, as Walt Disney reminded the first visitors in 1955, "Disneyland is dedicated to the ideals, the dreams, and hard facts that have created America." 39 And he hoped that the park "will be a source of joy and inspiration to all the world."
Idealization starts with nature. In both places nature is asked to "look natural," but at the same time to "behave itself." Both parks have collections of trees taken from many different ecosystems and made to grow where they normally would not survive. 40 Despite their unconstrained look, plants in Yuanmingyuan were constantly pruned and stunted, and Disneyland uses growth retardants and hormones to convince plants to stay in their designated places or to flower out of season 41 . Both parks have artificial lakes and rivers, and man-made mountains -a copy of Matterhorn in the case of Disneyland, a copy of Mount Sumeru, in the case of Yuanmingyuan. Artificial rocks are also scattered around both parks. Fake rocks have the advantage that they can be placed exactly where they are needed and that they look more dramatic, more "rocky," than real rocks.
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Animals feature prominently in both places, but they too are well-behaved and thoroughly anthropomorphized. An astonished Marco Polo discovered lions and tigers that walked around freely in the apartments of Kublai Khan's palace, and unusual animals -rhinoceroses, hippopotamuses, even giraffes -were a common gift which foreign delegations brought for the emperor when they visited China. 43 At Yuanmingyuan the emperor kept animals which were regarded as evidence of the virtues of his reign -deer, large birds, fish, and "lion-dogs," later popular in Europe as the "Pekinese." 44 Animals are a main feature of Disneyland too, but none of them are real. The Jungle Boat Ride has mechanical crocodiles and the Tiki Room has mechanical tropical birds. The animals that run around in the park, and which provide such popular photo opportunities for visitors, are staff members dressed up in over-sized costumes. Mickey Mouse is a rodent, Donald Duck is a bird, and Goofy is a dog, but they display no animal sexuality and engage in no game of "survival of the fittest."
The people working in the two parks are idealized in much the same fashion in discharging their duties. Yuanmingyuan was largely staffed by eunuchs, who constituted no threat to the emperor's women and who had no children of their own who they might favor. Eunuchs, at least in theory, were thus easier for the emperor to control. 45 Employees at Disney are neutered in a similar manner. There is a strict code outlawing jewellery, heavy perfume and excessive hair-dos for women, and male staff are supposed to have smart hair cuts and no facial hair. Disney employees should be all-American: perky and wellgroomed, just like "the kid next door." 46 Visitors to both parks attest to the effect which such idealizations have on their own behavior. In Yuanmingyuan the change in behavior was mandatory. Visitors had to follow the etiquette of the imperial court which prescribed a specific set of actions -most notoriously, the koutou, which forced visitors to prostrate themselves before the imperial throne. 47 Through this ritual act of submission they formally accepted the universal claims of the Chinese emperor and transformed themselves from diplomats into "tribute bearers." There are no similar formal rules at Disneyland -all changes are voluntarybut as many visitors testify, the influence of the park on their behavior is no less dramatic. The Disney "magic" makes a killjoy out of anyone who does not give in to it. 48 In the nostalgically remembered Americana environment, "guests become members of an interactive community, where they even talk to strangers." 49 The cheerful, friendly and utterly safe mood which prevails makes you feel cheerful, friendly and at ease, and smiles and greetings are difficult not to return. In both places, the pedagogy of transfiguration operates on the visitors mainly through the examples set by their own actions.
Model-building
An effective way of idealizing the world is to construct a model of it. Models take their inspiration from real-life objects, but they can be constructed exactly the way their makers want them and they are for that reason far easier to control than real-life objects. Models are great pedagogical aids. By emphasizing some features and neglecting others, they show only the essence of a situation. As a result, models communicate in a very direct fashion, without dissimulation or guile. 50 In addition, models resemble toys, they remind us of our childhood, and for that reason alone they are both inviting and enchanting. As viewers, we are asked to participate in the bijou realities they present to us.
Miniatures are a first example. 51 The emperor's collections at Yuanmingyuan had a very large number of small-scale works of art. Qianlong was particularly fond of collecting lacquered boxes which were filled with assorted miniature objects -jades, ivories, stones, jewels, tiny books and paintings. 52 In Yuanmingyuan the buildings themselves were small -especially compared with the imposing structures of the Forbidden City -and even the trees, employing bonzai techniques, were stunted. "In the pleasure grounds of Yuen-ming-yuen," said Garnet Wolseley, a British soldier who forced entry in 1860, "there are seen, compressed into every little nook or comer, tiny canals, ponds, bridges, stunted trees and rockery, so that it resembles more the design of a child in front of her doll's house than the work of grown-up men." 53 As European visitors reported, the emperor took great delight in watching naval battles between miniature boats firing miniature cannons.
Wolseley attributed this love of miniaturization to the Chinese character, but Disneyland gives abundant examples of the same fascination. "Main Street, USA," the replica of a small-town street which lies right behind the entrance to the park, provides an illustration. "We had every brick and shingle and gas lamp made five-eights true size," Walt Disney explained.
"This costs more, but made the street a toy, and the imagination can play more freely with a toy. Besides, people like to think their world is somehow more grown up than Papa's was." 54 The 5/8th scale is used also for the Mark Twain steam-ship and the trains on the Santa Fe and Disneyland railroad lines. In addition, at Disneyland the visual perspective is constantly manipulated. In a technique commonly used in designing sets for movies, tall objects are gradually reduced in scale. In the buildings along Main Street the first floor is 9/10th of the original, the second floor 7/8th, and the third floor 5/8th. Similarly, the trees on the side of "Matterhorn" are progressively stunted the further up the mountain-side they are planted. 55 Automata are a second example of modelmaking. 56 The Chinese emperor was a famous collector of mechanical gadgets, known as "singsongs" for which there was a flourishing market in Guangzhou. 57 Already Odoric of Pordenone, who spent three years in China in the 1320s, describes the golden peacocks he saw in the palace of "the Great Khan" in Beijing. When the courtiers want to amuse their lord, Odoric reported, they clap their hands and the birds flap their wings. "Now this must be done either by diabolic craft, or by some engine underground."
58 George Macartney, when visiting Chengde in 1793, found a large collection of "every kind of European toys and singsongs; with spheres, orreries, clocks, and musical automatons of ... exquisite workmanship." And yet he was told "that the fine things we have seen are far exceeded by others of the same kind in the apartments of the ladies and in the European repository at Yuen-minyuen." 59 Automata held a strong fascination for Walt Disney too. On vacation in New Orleans in 1931 he bought a mechanical bird which he brought back to the studio and had his engineers take apart. 60 Soon he began collecting similar mechanical gadgets, and in the late 1940s, the engineers put together an ambulating attraction named "Disneylandia," which consisted of twenty-four peep-show views of important moments in American history. Anyone who put a quarter into the machine would see little figures move, gesticulate, and tell their story. 61 Although Disneylandia eventually was deemed not to be commercially viable, the technology itself was put to ample use once Disneyland was constructed. There are mechanical versions of the Disney cartoon characters scattered throughout the park; ferocious plastic crocodiles in the waters of the jungle ride; flying wind-up witches in the fantasy ride; menacing manikins in the Haunted House, and so on. 62 Taking the technology further, the Disney engineers introduced what they referred to as "audioanimatronics," an elaborate system of levers and hydraulic pumps, guided by audiotapes, which made the automata move their limbs and mouths, and even dance." 63 The first display of the technology took place at the sets Disney designed for various American corporations at the World Fair in New York in 1964, but soon audio-animatronics powered many of Disneyland's own attractions. The Tiki Room, a tropical restaurant, has a collection of talking mechanical birds and in the Caribbean theme it gives élan to swashbuckling pirates. 64 Yet the pièce de résistance is a life-like version of Abraham Lincolnunkindly referred to as "the winkin' blinkin' Lincoln" -who solemnly gets up from his chair and with a clear voice and emphatic gestures explains the meaning of American liberty and the virtues of representative government. 65 Audiences reacted with wild cheering, even tears to this mechanized rendition of American values. As the New York Daily News reported, "Those who have seen Lincoln "come to life" are stricken with something akin to awe." 
Thematization
The most obvious similarity between Yuanmingyuan and Disneyland has so far been ignored -both were theme parks. A "theme" is an artificial environment designed to capture the essence of a place or a situation, typically somewhere remote in space or time.
6768 A theme is similar to a model but it is lifesized, and it provides a setting with which the visitors can engage. Our first questions when coming upon a theme are typically: "what's going on here?" or "what are you supposed to do?" A themed environment, that is, is similar to a stage-set in a movie: it is as though somebody temporarily has left the scene, and while they are away we take the opportunity to explore. 69 The theme demands our participation, expects our performance. In both cases an astronomical metaphor suggests itself: in Yuanmingyuan the performer was "the Son of Heaven" and in Disneyland "eveyone's a star!"
In Yuanmingyuan the Kangxi emperor selected 28 scenes as places from which the garden presented itself in particularly attractive fashion, or where a visitor was most likely to engage in contemplation of some specific theme. The Qianlong emperor expanded the number of scenes to 40 and commissioned two painters to paint a picture of each one, to which he added poetry in his own hand. 70 Among them were buildings and environments taken from around China and the world: temples from Mongolia and Tibet, a hamlet and a river scene from Hunan, gardens like the ones Qianlong had seen when he visited Suzhou and Hangzhou, and a set of European-style palaces, Xiyanglou, created by Jesuit architects in the 1750s. These latter buildings housed the emperor's considerable collection of European works of art; they had a European-style labyrinth and elaborate fountains copied from Versailles. 71 Yuanmingyuan even had a faithful replica of a regular Chinese street filled with shops, stalls, hawkers, customers and beggars. On this "Main Street, China," the emperor moved around at his own leisure, and his women struck bargains with the eunuchs who played the part of vendors. The street, said Father Attiret, had "all the Commerce, Marketings, Arts, Trades, Bustle, and Hurry, and even all the Rogueries, usual in great Cities." 72 The street even had its own pickpockets, although everything successfully stolen was returned to their rightful owners at the end of the day. In addition, Yuanmingyuan contained an environment constructed around a rural theme complete with fields, farmhouses, animals and all kinds of agricultural equipment. Here it was possible for the emperor and his court to "imitate everything that is done in the Country; and everything express a rural Simplicity, and all the plain Manners of a Country Life, as nearly as they possibly can."
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Much in the same way, themed "lands" are what makes up the Disneyland experience. 74 After passing through the front gate, visitors end up on "Main Street, USA," modeled on Disney's hometown of Marceline, Missouri, of circa 1910. 75 Here there are shops, a library, a drug store, a church, a fire-and a police station, and so on. Just as in Yuanmingyuan, purchases are real, although the merchandise all bear the Disney logo. Leaving Main Street, visitors are confronted with a choice of four separate themed experiences. Fantasyland presents the settings made famous by Disney's animated movies, with a heavy emphasis on European fairy tales. Adventureland introduces far-away, exotic, locations, with rides down rivers, up mountains and through jungles. Frontierland is Disney's version of the Wild West, complete with cowboys, Indians and all the requisite paraphernalia. 76 Tomorrowland is a celebration of the progress of man and the brighter future which will be ours thanks to the continuous advances of science and technology. 77 To these original lands were later added a "New Orleans Square," a "Critter Country," and the most recent attraction, added in 1993, "Mickey's Toontown."
The themed environments are laid out in a similar manner in the two parks (see aerial views on p. 000 above). In both Yuanmingyuan and Disneyland curves are more common than straight lines; paths are zigzagging and waterways are meandering. This "anti-symmetry" was a feature always commented on by European visitors to Yuanmingyuan; it created a "beautiful disorder", Attiret insisted, which was "quite ravishing and enchanting."
78 In fact, this asymmetry was to have a great impact in Europe -in England in particular. The "English garden" which Englishmen tend to think of as a quintessential expression of their national "genius" is arguably modeled on the aesthetics of the Chinese garden 79 . 80 Obviously inspired by such a jardin anglo-chinois, Disneyland expresses the same asymmetry -of which the crooked houses in Toontown are an extreme example. Here, just as in Yuanmingyuan, asymmetry leaves the visitors with a delightful and enchanted feeling.
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In both parks the visitors' vision is constrained by obstacles -by buildings, artificial mountains and tall deciduous trees -and many features are purposely hidden or only accessible through roundabout routes.
82 Since next to nothing can be taken in with one glance, both parks have to be discovered one step at the time. Indeed, they are both crying out to be explored, and many different means of transportation are provided for this purpose: boats and palanquins in the case of Yuanmingyuan; boats, steam-trains and futuristic "people-movers" in the case of Disneyland. With every corner the visitors turn, with every bend in a man-made river, a new scene comes into view. It is a landscape which quite naturally leaves its trace in the form of a narrative -the story which the delighted visitors tell when they exhausted return home at the end of their visit.
When taken together the themed environments of both Yuanmingyuan and Disneyland make up a coherent universe, a representation of "all there is." As the Ming dynasty calligrapher Wand Duo put it, the perfect garden includes everything, even the cosmos, and in this place people can communicate with nature and the cosmos through the spirit. When this concept is used in creating a garden, it presents a miniature of nature, where people can see the features of the universe.
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Making their way around the parks, the visitors experience times past and times future, different countries, exotic animals, flora and fauna, high mountains, oceans, the countryside and the city. 84 Although these themes differ radically from each other, they easily blend into one another and find their place in the harmony constituted by the whole. 85 In this way, the entire world is swallowed up, digested and incorporated into each park.
86 Suddenly its complexity, diversity and sheer size are easy to grasp. "It is," as Disney put it, "a small world after all."
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Imperial vertigo
The obvious question is how these many similarities should be explained. The most straightforward answer is that the one was influenced by otherthat Disney copied off Yuanmingyuan. Alternatively, there may be indirect influences -the two may for example be drawing inspiration from the same sources. There are, however, only conjectural evidence regarding a direct influence, and indirect influences, while obvious in a few cases, can only explain individual features and not the basic morphology of the two parks.
88 It seems the Chinese emperors and Walt Disney simply happened to organize their respective worlds in much the same manner.
But clearly such a conclusion is unsatisfactory. The many similarities themselves demand a better explanation than a resigned reference to randomness and chance. Consider instead a hypothesis: the two gardens looked alike, we will argue, since the morphology they share constitutes a particularly effective way of bringing ontological reassurance to a sovereign who suffers from what we will refer to as "imperial vertigo." Vertigo is a brief spell of dizziness, a certain spinning sensation, which may accompany a quick change in position, such as a sudden elevation to a great height. 89 Vertigo is cured as soon as the subject can be convinced that the new position really is safe. Imperial vertigo, by implication, is the ontological dizziness which overcomes a political power that suddenly is elevated to a hegemonic, imperial, position.
90 Imperial vertigo too is cured through reassurance: the sovereign needs someone who can explain the meteoric rise, define the new identity, and bring legitimacy to the imperial claims.
The United States in the 1950s provides an example. 91 In the post World War II era, rapid economic change brought far-reaching social changes: agricultural society gave way to industrial, and then post-industrial, society; there was a new affluence and a new style of capitalism led by multinational corporations; and traditional social roles -for women or young people, for examplewere being undermined. But above all there was anxiety regarding the country's place in the world. In 1945, the United States was the only hegemonic power, yet it was a country without imperial traditions and with precious little experience of how to actually govern the world. By the mid-1950s its position of dominance was challenged by the Soviet Union, a Communist state which rejected American claims to hegemony and presented a radically different narrative regarding the goals of society and the sources of historical change.
This was the context in which Disneyland was created.
92 "There's an American theme behind the whole park," as Walt Disney explained in 1957. "I believe in emphasizing the story of what made America great and what will keep it great." 93 An American, at Disneyland, is first and foremost a member of his or her family. Americans drive to Disneyland with their families, and they spend the whole day in their company. Furthermore, at Disneyland Americans are outdoorsy. They love the rides in Adventureland and the constant challenges they provide. Americans like Frontierland too since it allows them, like cowboys, to feel resourceful and in charge of their lives. Americans, that is, are individualists, but at the same time they take great pride in their communities. They feel at home on the nostalgic rendition of Main Street, USA, where they are on nodding terms with everyone they encounter. Listening to a mechanical version of Abraham Lincoln, their patriotic feelings are stirred, and they are stirred once again when they realize what wonderful inventions that have been prepared for them by the research-prowess of American multinational corporations. Before the family returns home they visit the Disney store. Stocking up on their already plentiful collection of Disney memorabilia, they affirm their identities as consumers. 94 Qing dynasty China too, lets suggest, suffered from a similar case of imperial vertigo. 95 One day the Manchu khans -the leaders of a small tribe from the backwaters of the north-eastern steppes of Asiasuddenly found themselves the masters of the vast Chinese empire. How had they been elevated to this position, and with what right could they, foreigners and conquerers, rule China, the "Middle Kingdom," and the mightiest country in the world? These were the concerns foremost on the mind of the Kangxi emperor, responsible for constructing Yuanmingyuan, but the same questions were still relevant to Qianlong in the middle of the eighteenthcentury. 96 In addition, Qianlong had to grapple with the vast extension -by at least a third -of his empire to the south and into Tibet, Xinjiang and Mongolia. No longer a khan among others, Qianlong was the absolute ruler of the known universe, and personally responsible for keeping Heaven and Earth in harmony with each other. That he was anxious, even at the height of his power, is obvious from his exaggerated reactions to even the most ill-founded news of a conspiracy against his regime.
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The ideology of rulership developed by the Manchus provided a response to such anxieties, and this ideology, in turn, permeated every part of Yuanmingyuan. 98 As the undisputed ruler of a garden in which everything was included, the emperor was the undisputed ruler of the world. The garden was his place of pleasure but also of work. The emperor's ritual labor at the Ancestral Shrine and the various other temples scattered throughout the park made sure that the world was harmoniously ordered and at peace. The efficacy of the rituals was confirmed by the harmony and peace of Yuanmingyuan itself. The perfect garden represented the perfect virtue of imperial rule. For the emperor to merely contemplate its many varied features was an exercise in statecraft since he through this act absorbed the entire universe. 99 To thank him for this efforts on behalf of mankind, representatives of peoples and rulers from around the world gathered in the Audience Hall of the Yuanmingyuan, bringing gifts and koutou-ing. Receiving the visitors with great hospitality and giving even more lavish gifts in return, the emperor was confirmed in his status as the benevolent ruler of the world.
A morphology of reassurance
There are good reasons why gardens are well suited to carry out ontological tasks. Gardens, after all, are a primary locus of care.
100 By mixing our labor with nature, we express and externalize our being. Caring for the plants and flowers in our garden, we care for the world around us, but also, by implication, for ourselves. This is true for a sovereign as much as for a private individual. Yuanmingyuan and Disneyland are places where the respective sovereigns express and externalize their being and where they come to exist as sovereign selves. When caring for their gardens, it was these sovereign selves they cared for.
Compare, briefly, Versailles. The palace and park of the French king had a completely different character. Its buildings and features are imposing, designed to impress visitors with the ruler's money and might, and access to the park is easy and free. 101 Versailles was designed for display and not as a locus for the sovereign's care for himself. 102 This is not to say, however, that the sovereigns of imperial China and contemporary United States had less of a need to show off than the kings of France. After all, buildings designed for ostentatious display are prominent both in the Forbidden City in Beijing and around the National Mall in Washington D.C. 103 What the existence of Yuanmingyuan and Disneyland tell us is rather that these two sovereigns in addition to monuments for the public display of power needed to construct spaces that provided for their existential needs. The ideologies which the two gardens express are entirely different to be sure, and yet they are expressed in strikingly similar horticultural language. The reason, lets suggest, is that this combination of morphological features is a particularly effective way of dealing with the problem of imperial vertigo. 104 Dislocation, our first morphological principle, is reassuring since it allows us to create a separate world which we can organize entirely in accordance with our own fancy. Yuanmingyuan and Disneyland were secret gardens, intended as locations where the sovereign could be by, and with, himself. Idealization -our second principle -is reassuring since it allows us to reintroduce those features of the outside world of which we approve, but to do it in a more perfect fashion. In this way the garden becomes an image of just how great the world would be if we exercised an equal measure of power over it. Modelmaking -the third principle -is reassuring too since it allows us to create a representation of our ideals which we can hold in our hands and manipulate at will. 105 Looking at a miniature, we obtain an instant overview of a situation and we are likely to realize that the problem really is far smaller, and more manageable, than we previously had thought. 106 Creating an automaton we have a being who is entirely at our mercy, who follows our instructions slavishly, and communicates without guile in a perfectly direct manner. 107 Themed environments reassure in much the same way. In their comprehensiveness and manipulability, Yuanmingyuan and Disneyland are miniature models of the world. When brought down to size and reduced in complexity, the diversity and divisiveness of the world turns out to be surprisingly easy to manage. 108 Both theme parks are the playthings of benevolent rulers, and to play, also for a sovereign, is comforting. At Disneyland a hippo might charge us, or we might find ourselves the passengers of a runaway train or an out-of-control bobsleigh, but before we know it, we are saved. The experience is exhilarating and cathartic. 109 In Yuanmingyuan, as described by the eighteenth-century British architect William Chambers, who visited China on two occasions, there are beautiful and delightful scenes, but also "scenes of terror": "gloomy woods, deep vallies inaccessible to the sun, impending barren rocks, dark caverns, and impetuous cataracts rushing down the mountains from all parts." 110 As Hench points out, such features constitute "not a real menace, but a pseudo-menace, a theatricalized menace -and we allow you to win … People win, and they feel good about it."
111 Thus, the sovereigns are confirmed in their illusions of power and invulnerability.
When taken together the morphological features of the two parks provide for a thoroughly reassuring experience. First you are dislocated from your ordinary life, next you are relocated in an artificial and totally controlled environment. The models you are presented with here are idealized images which you are asked to emulate and engage with. Emulation and engagement take place as you wander from one scene to another, acting out the roles suggested by each attraction. It is like a rite of passage or a brainwashing session: first you are cut off, then overwhelmed, and finally you come out transfigured. Of course both sovereigns would soon enough realize that the real world is nothing like their respective gardens had allowed them to imagine it, but leaving Yuanmingyuan and Disneyland they no longer suffered from imperial vertigo. * * * * * In 1860, during the Second Opium War, the Yuanmingyuan was looted and destroyed by a contingent of British and French troops. 112 Its destruction was a hard blow to the Chinese authorities and to the emperor personally. Indeed, this was precisely why the Europeans did it. "The destruction of the emperor's palace," said Garnet Wolseley, an officer in the British army, who perfectly grasped the cosmological significance of the park, "was the strongest proof of our superior strength; it served to undeceive all Chinamen in their absurd conviction of their monarch's universal sovereignty."
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The Xianfeng emperor, who had fled to Chengde, beyond the Great Wall, never saw his park again and imperial China never recovered its self-confidence.
In subsequent Chinese historiography, the Yuanmingyuan has served as a useful symbol of the extraordinary pretensions of the imperial regime, and its destruction has exemplified the barbarism of the European powers who ostensibly had come to bring civilization to China. 114 Indeed, dioramas showing the Yuanmingyuan being looted or in flames have been a common feature of historical exhibitions in the People's Republic for the past sixty years. By making the people of China see how their country was brought low, these models have helped nurture resentment and a desire for revenge. During Mao, these feelings were expressed in military metaphors; today they are expressed in economic. China, we are often told, is "on the rise," and not surprisingly plans are periodically floated to rebuild the Yuanmingyuan in its former splendor. A reconstructed Yuanmingyuan would be a perfect symbol of a China which finally has "stood up." 115 Yet, several observers argue that the park continues to be more useful to the regime in its unreconstructed state. Some have also voiced concerns that the reconstruction would not be carried out properly, and that Yuanmingyuan would become "just another theme park."
Meanwhile in the city of Zhuhai, in Guandong province, close to Macau, a replica of Yuanmingyuan -the "New Yuanming Palace" -opened its doors in 1997. On an area 1/6 of the original park, some 18 scenes from the Old Summer Palace are reproduced, including the audience hall and the emperor's living quarters, the gardens of Suzhou and Hangzhou and the Western-style palaces. In addition there is a large lake filled with birds and fish and more than five hundred varieties of plants. Throughout the park manikins show various scenes from Chinese history, and there are over thirty daily performances including "An Audience with the Emperor," and "The Legend of Concubine Xiang" which tells the romantic story of a beautiful Uygur girl at the imperial court. There is even a shopping street, modeled after the one in Yuanmingyuan, where ordinary people can pretend they are emperors pretending to be ordinary people. Next to the New Yuanming Palace, a new attraction, "A Dreamy Water City," opened in 2001. Designed according to a pharaonic theme, this garden combines water-features and children's playgrounds with paintings and sculptures inspired by ancient Egypt. According to its website, the New Yuanming Palace has been designated an "AAAA tourist area" and a "Provincial Patriotism Education Site."
An even more elaborate version of the Yuanmingyuan is under way near the city of Dongyang in Zhejiang province, the center of China's movie industry. 116 The plan is to recreate the entire park, complete with artifacts, at a cost of close to 3 billion US dollars. "It will be a multi-functional theme park," explained Xu Wenrong, president of the film studio undertaking the project, "and it will bring new growth to the local economy, especially regarding tourism." By comparing the reconstructed park with the ruins in Beijing, it is hoped visitors "will keep in mind the sufferings of our nation in modern history." In addition, the reconstructed site will be used as a set for movie and TV productions. The studio already receives some 3.2 million annual visitors to its imitation of the Forbidden City, a Qin dynasty palace, and a replica of a Song dynasty street. 117 According to plans, the new Yuanmingyuan will be completed by 2013. Since economic reforms were put in place in the early 1980s, China's rise has been meteoric. The transition from failed Communist utopia to economic superpower has happened in no more than a few decades. Just as in Disneyland and in the original Yuanmingyuan, the reconstructed Yuanmingyuans provide places where millions of Chinese visitors can get ontological reassurance.
Endnotes
